Abstract | We consider the interrogation by means of a pulsed planar electromagnetic wave of a dielectric slab with a supraconductive backing. Previous work using a weak formulation with¯nite elements (FE) demonstrated the ability to determine material parameters and the slab thickness in the inverse problem. In this work we report on results using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) to create a more e± cient set of basis functions than the standard FE basis functions. We¯rst demonstrate the ability of the reduced basis POD formulation to capture the electromagnetic behavior in the case of the forward problem. We then apply the POD formulation to the inverse scattering problem with unknown parameters and show that the POD formulation provides a considerable reduction in computational time over standard FE methods with comparable ability to recover the unknown parameter values.
INTRODUCTION
Determination of material properties by means of a non-invasive probes such as low energy electromagnetic pulses is desirable in a broad range of applications in biology [1] and industry. Previous work has shown how metallic or other re®ective backings could be exploited to obtain information about material properties and geometry [10] . In that work, a nite element (FE) based variational formulation was employed that incorporated Maxwell's full equations, the antenna source current, and constitutive polarization models (Debye or Lorentz) . Application of the FE variational formulation to a 1D pulsed input scattering ¤ Center For Research in Scienti¯c Computation, Box 8205, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205. E-mail: htbanks@eos.ncsu.edu problem demonstrated the ability to capture the electromagnetic behavior in the forward problem. Using windowed microwave pulses in a FE variational formulation, the authors of [10] were able to e¬ectively utilize the two re®ected signals (from the air-dielectric interface and from the dielectric-backing interface) to estimate material dielectric properties and material thickness in the inverse problem.
Solution of the inverse problem to identify material properties can be time consuming, however, since it requires repeated calls to the forward nite element simulation, whose solution time grows as the square of the number of nodes. In an e¬ort to reduce computational time we have implemented a reduced order formulation of the variational approach of Banks, et al. [10] . In place of the nite element basis functions our variational formulation uses basis elements obtained through application of the method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to standard nite element computational results.
Our e¬orts reported on here were motivated by the very successful use of POD-based reduced order methods in other electromagnetic interrogation problems. In [9, 11] the authors considered eddy current based methods for interrogaton of dielectric materials for anomalies (®aws, damages, etc.). Through both computational and experimental validation e¬orts, they demonstrated the enormous potential for computational savings in this class of problems. These e¬orts, however, employed eddy currents originating from smooth (uniform) AC signals in conductive sheets. This permitted the reduction of the associated time domain Maxwell's equation system to a phasor form involving harmonic systems without transients. A question of great interest is whether the reduced order ideas of [9, 11] can be successfully employed in electromagnetic interrogation problems where the interrrogating signal is a microwave pulse and the resulting dielectric interface re®ections/transmissions involve transients that must be accurately computed in order to perform the material identi cation characterization desired. In this paper we present the rst evidence that this question can be answered in the a¯rmative.
Proper orthogonal decomposition, also known as principal component analysis [21] and Karhunen-Lo eve expansion [22, 26] , is a well known method for feature extraction in statistical and pattern recognition elds [18] . The POD method has also been applied in a wide variety of other elds such as materials processing [12, 23, 24, 29, 35] , characterization of human faces [33] , and turbulent coherent ®ows ( [4, 14{16,19, 27, 34 ] | see also the surveys [13, 28] ).
The POD method linearly transforms a multivariate data set into an optimal set of uncorrelated variables (POD modes). The original multivariate data can be written as linear combinations of the POD modes. In many cases the POD modes more e¯ciently describe the variability of the original data and some dimensional reduction is possible by retaining only the most important modes.
Recent use of POD for reduction of order in distributed parameter systems includes as noted above applications to parameter estimation or inverse problems [9, 11] as well as applications to both open loop and feedback control design [2,3,7,8,12,23{25,29,30,35] . Computational evidence from a number of ®uid and electromagnetic applications [9, 11, 12, 23, 24] indicates that the important features of these systems are essentially of low nite dimension and amenable to approximation by a nite span of appropriately chosen basis elements.
We apply our POD reduced order model to a 1D scattering problem in which a windowed microwave pulse is incident on a dielectric slab with a supraconductive backing. We present results for the forward problem which show that the reduced order model is capable of capturing the electromagnetic behavior using signi cantly fewer modes than the FEM. We then apply the reduced order model to the inverse problem and show that the reduced order model is capable of accurately estimating the parameters with a signi cant reduction in computational time over the standard FEM. We believe that this work demonstrates the feasibility of utilizing the POD reduced order variational method for parameter estimation in transient electromagnetic systems when computational time is an important consideration.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND APPROXIMATIONS
The physical problem. Consider the problem of interrogating an in nite (in the x and y directions) slab of homogeneous material by a windowed microwave pulse ( Figure 1 ). The interrogating signal is chosen to be a polarized planar electromagnetic wave normally incident on an in nite slab of material contained in the interval [z 1 ; z 2 ] with faces parallel to the xy plane. The electric eld is polarized with oscillations in the xz plane only. The slab will be denoted by « and the region exterior to the slab by « 0 .
H(t,z) Figure 1 . Geometry of the 1D scattering problem
The electric and magnetic elds in « and « 0 are governed by the macroscopic Maxwell's equations (see, for example, [20] )
r ¢D = » ; r ¢B = 0;
The vector-valued functionsẼ andH represent the strengths of the electric and magnetic elds, respectively, whileD andB are the electric and magnetic ®uxes, respectively. The conduction and source current densities are represented byJ c andJ s , respectively. The electric and magnetic polarizabilities are represented byP andM , respectively. The electric and magnetic susceptibilities are represented by°0 and · 0 , respectively and the density of free electric charge is represented by » . The domain « 0 is treated as empty space. As such,M = 0,P = 0, and J c = 0. In addition, it is assumed that all parameters necessary for the determination of the elds are known in this region. The source currentJ s is generated by an in nite antenna along the x axis and hence will only be nonzero at these points in « 0 ; its time-varying component will generate the interrogating electromagnetic waves.
For the purposes of this study, we will make certain assumptions about the material properties of the domain «, neglecting magnetic e¬ects and assuming that Ohm's law governs the electrical conductivity. Thus we havẽ
Polarization model. For simplicity, we treat the instantaneous polarization to be proportional to the electric eld so thatP in =°0ÀẼ, where À is a dielectric constant. The electric ®ux density in (2.1) then can be written as
3) where°r = 1 + À ¶ 1 is the relative permeability. The parameter°r is a spatially-dependent parameter that allows for instantaneous e¬ects on the the displacement in « due to the electric eld originating in « 0 . The remainder of the macroscopic electric polarizability of the medium « is denoted byP and is represented as an integral representation dependent upon a dielectric response function (DRF) and the past history of the electric eld (for a discussion of this model and its relationship to other models in the literature, see [10] , pg. 10)
where it is assumed thatP (0;x) = 0.
In particular, we choose the Debye model [10, 17] for orientational or dipolar polarization in « described by
where°s is the static relative permeability. The Debye model corresponds to g(t) = e ¡t=½°0 (°s ¡°1 )=½ in (2.4) and models the behavior of materials whose molecules possess permanent dipole moments. The magnitude of the polarizationP represents the degree of alignment of the individual moments. Comparing (2.5) and (2.3), one nds that°r
for the Debye polarization model. Mathematical formulation. Using (2.1) and the condition of a planepolarized interrogating input signal, one can argue (see [10] ) thatẼ(t;x) = iE(t; z) andH(t;x) =ĵH(t; z) for scalars E and H in « 0 . As a result, the polarizabiltyP and ®ux densityD are con ned to the xz plane (with nonzero components only in the x direction) and can be denoted by scalar values P and D. Since the material « is homogeneous in the xy direction, the elds can be represented by scalar values E, H, P , and D in « as well. Recalling thatJ s also lies in the x direction we nd that Maxwell's equations then reduce to
By taking appropriate derivatives, we can combine the equations (2.7) to give
where (2.3) was used to eliminate D,°=°0(1 + (°r ¡ 1)I « ), I S denotes an indicator function for set S (i. e., I S = 1 in S and 0 otherwise), 0 = @=@z, and _ = @=@t. Boundary conditions. An absorbing boundary condition is placed at z = 0 to prevent the re®ection (back into the region of interest) of waves
where c 2 = 1=°0· 0 . The boundary conditions at the slab-supraconductive backing boundary areB ¢n = 0, which is automatically satis ed, sinceB =ĵB, and the conditionẼ £n = 0, which gives jE yî ¡ E xĵ j ¡ = 0, so that E x = E y = 0 on the boundary. This is equivalent to E(t; 1) = 0 in our system. In addition, the source currentJ s is speci ed at z = 0 (as we have noted along the x-axis).
Method of mappings. While the value of z 1 is known, the value of z 2 is generally unknown. We use a piece-wise linear mapping that leaves the interval (0; z 1 ) invariant and maps (z 1 ; z 2 ) to (z 1 ; 1). The e¬ect of this mapping [5, 6, 10, 31] is to transform the original unknown geometry « 0 S « to one with a known geometry« = [0; 1]. A new coordinate variable in« = [0; 1] can be de ned as
This can also be written as
where
The chain rule is used to convert spatial derivatives to derivatives in terms of the new variablez. That is,
Using dz = f 0 (z) dz, one can write the inner products of the weak form as
Forward or simulation problem. Consider the case of a Debye medium « with a supraconductive backing and°r(z) =°1 de ning the instantaneous polarization in «. We rst express (2.8) in an alternate form by integrating it against a \test" function ¿ , obtaining
where the polarization P is of the form (2.4) and the mapping to« = [0; 1] has already been carried out.
Integration by parts of (2.15) gives the weak form
where the term c ¡1 _ E(t; 0)¿ (0) is part of the weak form resulting from the absorbing boundary condition (2.9).
For computational purposes the time variable is scaled by a factor of c = 1= p°0 · 0 (t = ct) and the polarization P by a factor of 1=°0 (P = P=°0).
We assume that the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the medium « are constant. The scaled equation becomes
where°r(z) = 1 + I « (z)(°1 ¡ 1) is the relative electric permittivity so that°=°r°0 and the impedance of free space is de ned ² 0 = p · 0 =°0 º 376:73 Ohms. The inner products h¢ ; ¢ i are the weighted inner products of (2.13).
FEM discretization. The interval [0; 1] is uniformly divided at the points z 
In order to avoid computational di¯culties, we make one further requirement that the material boundaries of the slab [z 1 ; 1] coincide with grid points. The grid point coinciding with the material boundary z 1 will be denoted by j = L. By design, the right edge of the material has been mapped to z = 1, which corresponds to the grid point j = N . Substitution of the approximations (2.18) into (2.17) yields
which can be written as
for e = (e 
while the N £ 1 nite element vector J N is given by
Note that the integrals are in terms of the scaled variables of (2.10).
We will use the Debye polarization model (2.5) to provide the constitutive law relating the polarization P to the electric eld E. Applying the same time scaling as above (P = P=°0,t = ct) we obtain
where°d =°s ¡°1 and ¶ = 1=c½ . To generalize the above equation to the entire domain we can multiply the equation by the indicator function I « (z). Then, applying a Galerkin approximation, we obtain
The combined system of equations is
Substituting the second equation and its derivative into the rst one nds
This can be written as a rst-order system with the composite variable x = (e N ; p N ; _ e N ) as
(2.28) where 29) and I LR is the N £ N identity matrix where the ones have been replaced with zeros in rows 1 through L ¡ 1. The form of the source current is chosen to be
where ! is a speci ed angular frequency of the input signal (and the carrier frequency of the resulting planar wave) and¯(z) is the Dirac distribution with in nite mass at z = 0. The signal is truncated at nite time t f coinciding with g s (t) = 0 by the indicator function I (0;tf ) (t) to avoid complications arising from discontinuities in the input signal. As a result, !t f = nº for some positive even integer n. The duration of the pulse must be su¯ciently short to distinguish re®ections from the front and back of the medium, thus requiring that t f c < 2(z 2 ¡ z 1 ). The current matrix then becomes
Solution method. We use the standard Crank|Nicholson scheme to nd an approximate solution for the di¬erential equation system (2.27). Rewriting (2.27) as
and choosing a step size k, we make the iterative approximation
, and for the Crank|Nicholson scheme = 1=2. This system can be solved directly for x n+ 1
x n+ 1 = x n + ky n ; (2.34)
, and x 0 = 0. Equation (2.35) can be solved by means of block-Gaussian elimination to a block upper-triangular system, LU factorization, and back-substitution.
Construction of POD modes. Simulation using the nite-element system (2.27) above provides a multivariate data set consisting of 2K vectors X = fE representing the N nodal values of E(t) and P (t) at K time points during the simulation. This original data set X is transformed to a new set of uncorrelated variables (POD modes) by 
Expansion of the original data X in terms of the most signi cant POD modes minimizes the mean square error of a reduced basis representation [18] (
where R < 2K. The most signi cant POD modes are those corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, since the ratio of an eigenvalue to the summation of eigenvalues, ¶ k = P K j= 1 ¶ j , gives the percentage of the mean square error unaccounted for by eliminating the corresponding POD mode w N k in the reduced basis representation [18] . The best stopping point in the expansion (2.39) depends, in general, upon the application and various algorithms have been proposed [21] .
POD discretization. A second discretization formulation produces the reduced basis model. In this case, we rst use the POD modes fw N k g to obtain the POD elements 
where, in this case, R < N . Application of this approximation in (2.17) (in this case we use POD test functions ¿ i = ª i , i = 1; 2; : : : ; R) yields a Galerkin-POD system
while the R £ 1 nite element vector is
and the integrals are in terms of the scaled variables de ned in (2.10). Choosing the source current as in (2.30) we nd
Application of the POD approximations to the Debye constitutive law (2.5) relating the polarization P to the electric eld E gives
Since the POD basis functions ª R are global spatially distributed functions, the matrix M R « is not singular, which di¬ers from the nite element formulation. The combined system of equations is (2.43) and (2.47) is
Substituting the second equation and its derivative into the rst, we obtain
where I is the R £ R identity. This can be written as a rst-order system with the 3R vector variable x = (e R ; p R ; _ e R ) as where
The solution to the di¬erential equation system (2.50) can be approximated using a Crank|Nicholson scheme in the same manner as described above for the FEM di¬erential equation system (2.27). Inverse problem. We formulate the problem described in detail in [10] of the interrogation of a Debye dielectric medium with a supraconductive backing by a plane-polarized windowed wave. In the inverse problem we attempt to determine parameter values of the dielectric material from experimental measurements of the re®ected electric eld at z = 0. This is accomplished by minimizing the L 2 di¬erence between the experimental data and simulation results
where S is the number of sample data pointsÊ i , at uniform time intervals · t i , Q is the set of admissable parameters, and E( · t i ; 0;q) are the electic eld values arising from simulations with parametersq. The vectorq typically contains dielectric and/or conductivity parameters characterizing the medium and/or geometric properties (see [10] ). For our computational testing of the methods and algorithms, synthetic dataÊ i is produced by adding random noise to the results of FEM simulations with a known set of parameters, i. e.,
where E i are the data sampled from the solution with known parameters, ² i are independent normally distributed random variables with mean zero and variance one [10] . The amplitude of the noise is proportional to the signal level E i and the coe¯cient¸. By choice of¸, we can control the relative noise. For example, 10% relative noise is achieved (with probability 0.9545) by choice of¸= 0:05 since ² i lies in [¡ 2¼ ; 2¼ ] = [2; 2] (with probability 0.9545). Minimization of J (q) is performed using a Broyden|Fletcher|Goldfarg| Shanno (BFGS) variable metric algorithm (dfpmin(), pg. 428 [32] ). The gradient of J (q) is obtained from a forward-di¬erence approximation using an algorithm adapted from (fdjac(), pg. 388 [32] ). The BFGS algorithm and related functions are modi ed for double-precision. In addition, constraints are added to re®ect the physical limitation of parameters, ie., no negative values. The convergence requirement for zeroing the gradient is 1£10
¡4 for all the minimization problems reported here.
The values E( · t i ; 0;q) appearing in (2.53) are obtained from simulations using either FE or POD basis elements. Simulation using FE basis vectors is straightforward, but slow, since the basis vectors are independent of the parameter values. Minimization of J (q) using simulations with POD basis elements is faster, but more complicated, since the POD basis elements are generated from snapshots obtained from FE simulations with speci ed parameter values. For the minimization problem a collection of snapshots from simulations covering a range of parameter values (q)) are used to generate the POD basis elements
where each snapshot represent N nodal values and there are K snapshots each for the electric and polarization elds per simulation. In general, the simulation results change gradually with changes in parameter values and the POD modes are still able to e¯ciently represent the range of data.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Forward problems. We simulated the interrogation of a dielectric slab with a forward face at z 1 = 0:33 and a supraconductive backing at z 2 = 0:89 by a plane-polarized windowed wave using the techniques outlined above. The mapped region« was discretized with N = 450 and L = 150. The dielectric parameter values were°s = 35,°1 = 5, ½ = 10 ¡11 s, ¼ = 10 ¡2 Ohm ¡1 . The signal parameters were chosen to be: ¿ = 1:8 ¢ 10 9 s ¡1 , ! = 2º ¿ rad/sec, and t f = 6=¿ = 3:33 ¢ 10 ¡9 s. The di¬erential system was integrated with a step size of dt = 10 ¡4 ns for a total of t final = 10 ns. We experimented with di¬erent snapshot intervals for the creation of the POD modes. POD modes created using a sample rate, or snapshot interval, of 0.005 ns provided an e¯cient representation of the data. Figure 2 shows the percent variability captured for the eld data (E(t) and P (t)) as a function of the number of modes at the 0.005 ns sampling interval. Some representative values are 99.099%, 99.962%, and 99.999% for 30, 50, and 72 modes, respectively.
We illustrate the e¯cacy of the POD reduced order representation by simulating the forward problem using the rst 72 POD modes (of 4002 possible modes) generated from snapshots taken at the 0.005 ns sampling rate.
Figures 3{6 compare electric eld results obtained using FEM (N = 450 and L = 150) and POD (R = 72) simulations. In Figure 3 the electric eld is plotted as a function of the mapped distance z at 0.7 ns. At this time the windowed pulse has not yet reached the dielectric material. Figure 4 depicts the electric eld at 5.0 ns, where there are both re®ection and transmission pulses originating from the initial pulse at z = 0. In both cases there is good agreement between the FEM and POD simulations. Figures 5 and 6 show the electric eld at 7.0 and 10.0 ns. At these times, only the transmitted portion of the initial pulse remains. The discrepancies between the FEM and POD simulations are more evident due to an increase in relative error because of the very small magnitude of the electric eld outside the dielectric material. The Brillouin precursors are evident from the large amplitudes of the forward and trailing peaks in both gures. There is still excellent agreement between the FEM and POD simulations. The solution time with the POD model (5 min) is signi cantly less than the solution time required for the 450 node FE model (272 min). Since the e¯ciency of the modes is relatively independent of the number of nodes used, the time savings of the POD reduced order model over the FE model becomes more signi cant when more nodes are required.
This point is illustrated in Figure 7 , where it can be seen that the FEM solution time is proportional to the number of nodes squared. Also plotted are the equivalent POD solution times, which are calculated in the same manner as above. That is, for each N -noded FEM simulation (the parameter values are the same as above, except t f inal = 5:0 ns) the POD method is applied to snapshots at 0.005 ns intervals. The simulation time using the POD formulation with M modes (chosen to capture at least 99.999% of the variability) is the equivalent POD solution time. Figure 7 shows that the equivalent POD solution times are relatively independent of the number of FEM nodes.
Inverse problem: Example I. We turn to computational ndings for a one parameter (°s) problem of the interrogation of a dielectric slab with a supraconductive backing by a plane-polarized windowed wave. In the inverse problem we attempt to determine the parameter values (°s) of the dielectric material from measurements of the electric eld at z = 0. The dielectric slab dimensions and parameters are the same as above in the forward problem, except for N = 150, J = 50, and t f = 2¿ = 1:11 ¢ 10 ¡9 . In this example, we investigate the inverse problem for the single unknown parameter°s in the range 31 µ°s µ 39. Three FE simulations (°s = 31, 33, and 39) each with K = 501 snapshots of the N ¡ 1 nodal values for the electic and polarization elds are used to obtain the POD basis elements for the minimization problem
The elecric eld is measured at 0.01 ns intervals from 0 < t < 5 ns. Figure 8 shows the observed values of the electric eld at z = 0 as a function of time.
The ability of the POD formulation to recover the true values in the inverse problem is investigated as a function of the number of modes used (Figure 9) . The following conditions were used to obtain these results: 0% noise,°s (true) = 33,°s(initial) = 37, and J (q) minimized with respect to observation measurements from times 0 µ t µ 3:5 ns. As expected, the relative error generally decreases as the number of modes increases. Oscillations may be due to the in®uence of the addition of particular modes with respect to the true parameter value. As Figure 9 indicates, the relative error decreases slowly after approximately 50 modes.
We next investigated the ability of the POD formulation to recover°s with a noisy signal and a xed number of modes (60). Figure 10 gives an example of the observed electric eld without noise and with 5% noise added. In this case°s = 33. The accuracy of the POD formulation in the above inverse problem with one unknown parameter (°s) is compared to the FEM formulation in Figure 11 , where the relative error is plotted as a function of the percent noise in the signal. For basis of comparison, the same seed (¡ 123456) for the random number generator is used for all cases with non-zero noise. In general the relative error increases linearly with respect to the percent noise for both the POD and FEM formulations. Except at the zero percent noise level, the POD method is slightly more accurate than the FEM formulations. We attribute this to serendipity rather than any remarkable methodological principle.
A plot of the ratio of FEM solution times to POD solution times illustrates the time savings o¬ered by the POD method. As Figure 12 indicates, the POD method is most e¯cient at the 0% noise level where it is nine times faster than the FEM formulation. As the noise level increases the POD e¯ciency decreases, eventually reaching a 5.4-fold time saving at the 15% noise level. The POD times are not changing much as the noise level changes, but the FEM solution times decrease somewhat.
Inverse problem: Example II. In this example, we investigate the inverse problem with ½ as the single unknown parameter. The problem conditions are the same as in the previous example, except that now we employ xed°s = 35 and ½ is varied. Three FE simulations (½ = 10 ¡12 , 10 ¡11 and 10 ¡10 ) each with K = 501 snapshots of the N ¡ 1 nodal values for the electic and polarization elds are used to obtain the POD basis elements for the minimization problem The ability of the POD formulation to recover the true values in the inverse problem is plotted as a function of the number of modes used in Figure 13 . The following conditions were used in these results: 0% noise, ½ (true) = 5 £ 10 ¡11 , ½ (initial) = 3:5 ¢ 10 ¡11 , and J (q) minimized with respect to observation measurements from times 0 µ t µ 3:5 ns. The relative error generally decreases as the number of modes increases. As in the previous example, oscillations may be due to the in®uence of the addition of particular modes with respect to the true parameter value. The relative error decreases slowly after approximately 40 modes, where it is already under 1%.
The accuracy of the POD formulation with ½ unknown is compared to the FEM formulation in Figure 14 , where the relative error is plotted as a function of the percent noise in the signal. For basis of comparison, the same seed (¡ 123456) for the random number generator is used for all cases with non-zero noise. As expected, the relative error increases with respect to the percent noise for both the POD and FEM formulations. The FEM method is more accurate than the POD at low noise levels. However, above the 5% noise level the POD method is increasingly slightly more accurate than the FE method.
A plot of the ratio of FEM solution times to POD solution times illustrates the time savings o¬ered by the POD method. As Figure15 indicates, the POD method is 4.5 to 8 times more e¯cient than the FEM formulation. Variations in the e¯ciency are largely due to variations in the solution times for the FEM.
Inverse problem: Example III. In this example both parameters°s and ½ are simultaneously sought in a two parameter inverse problem. Except for°s and ½ , simulation conditions were the same as in in the one parameter inverse ¡11 , and J (q) minimized with respect to observation measurements from times 0 µ t µ 3:5 ns. Figure 16 plots the relative error for the recovered°s values as a function of the noise level (0{20%) for the POD and FEM methods. From Figure 16 it can be seen that the FEM results are generally more accurate than the POD results, but that the relative error for both is under 0.2%. The relationship between the relative error and the noise level appears to be nonlinear, unlike the one parameter recovery of°s. Figure 17 plots the relative error for the recovered ½ values as a function of the noise level (0{20%) for the POD and FEM methods. The relative error appears to be roughly linear with respect to the noise level for both POD and FEM formulations. The relative error for both formulations do not di¬er greatly except at the 20% noise level. The relative error for recovery of ½ (0{16%) is about ten times greater than the relative error associated with the recovery of°s [10] .) Figure 18 plots the ratio of the FEM simulation times and the POD simulation times as a function of noise (0{20%). The POD formulation is 4{10 times faster than the FE method. The time savings generally decrease as the noise level rises.
REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
The saving in solution time using the reduced order POD formulation instead of the FEM formulation is most evident as the number of nodes increases. The solution times scales as N 2 , where N is the number of FEM nodes or POD modes. However, the number of modes necessary to capture the physical behavior is relatively independent of the number of nodes used to generate the data.
The POD method is signi cantly faster than the FEM method for inverse problems. The POD method (50 modes) is 4-10 times faster than the FEM (149 nodes) in the two parameter (°s and ½ ) inverse problem and in the single parameter (°s or ½ ) inverse problem. Based on our results from the forward simulation problems (where savings using POD over FEM dramatically increased as N increased, e. g., 50 fold speed up for N = 450), we expect the speed up in inverse problems to dramatically increase in more complex problems (e. g., 2-D and 3-D problems) where an increasing number of basis elements are required.
One of the di¯culties with using the POD method for inverse problems is in the construction of the POD modes. Memory and time limitations become signi cant as the number of parameters is increased in a time-dependent problem such as reported here. If, in a N -noded simulation, a time series of (M ) snapshots is generated at three representative values spanning the desired range of each parameter, there are a total of 3 p M N snapshots. On the PC used for these calculations there is a memory limitation of approximately 6000 snapshots (N = 150) in the algorithm used to construct the POD modes. As an example of the time-limitiation, construction of POD modes for the case of N = 150 and 5010 snapshots required 18 hours and 20 minutes to complete. Current e¬orts and ideas to alleviate these aspects of di¯culties are being pursued by others as well as our group at NCSU.
The ndings in this paper o¬er great potential and encouragement for our ongoing e¬orts in higher dimensional problems where a number of signi cant computational di¯culties might be alleviated by us of a reduced order methodology for transient electromagnetic inverse problems.
